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Executive Summary 

The STEM Community Alliance Program (STEMCAP) aims to provide pathways that broaden 
understanding and exchange between Youth-In-Custody (YIC) and STEM communities. We offer 
science education programming, experiential learning opportunities, and conservation projects to help 
YIC self-identify as science-capable learners while demonstrating ways they can contribute to their 
community and the STEM workforce now and in the future. STEMCAP’s current partner YIC centers 
include Decker Lake Youth Center, Salt Lake Valley Youth Center, Slate Canyon Youth Center, 
Farmington Bay Youth Center, Mill Creek Youth Center, and Oak Spring school at the Utah State 
Hospital. The 2021-2022 school year was STEMCAP’s first year providing workshops at Mill Creek 
Youth Center and Oak Springs School.  

STEMCAP was founded by Dr. Nalini Nadkarni in 2017. Since then, 126 different presenters - 
scientists, artists, and conservationists – have provided 322 workshops across eight Utah YIC facilities. 
In October 2020, the Grants and Contracts team at the University of Utah (UU) processed our five-year 
USBE contract, with annual renewal. The 2021-2022 school year was the second year of this five-year 
contract.  

This report documents the STEMCAP programming and administrative work completed throughout the 
2021-2022 fiscal year as part of the USBE210032iaa inter-agency contract. 
Goals for the Program (GP)  

1. Expand and deepen access to STEM-related fields and research topics for YIC students.
2. Enhance the building of relationships across participant groups.
3. Create a model program that cultivates YIC and academic partnerships for scaling and

implementation in other institutions.
4. Provide opportunities for students and educators to contribute to conservation efforts.
5. Provide meaningful opportunities for community scientists to learn from and connect with YIC.

Goals for Students (GS) 
1. Develop and sustain curiosity and interest in STEM-related fields and research topics.
2. Develop and sustain positive attitudes and confidence related to STEM educational and

professional pursuits.
3. Deepen understanding of the nature of scientific inquiry and increase science knowledge

content.
4. Experience art as a tool for teaching, learning, and communicating about STEM.
5. Foster personal and academic positive self-identity.
6. Enhance understanding of self as a contributing community member and promote civic

engagement.
7. Develop problem-solving, critical thinking, and communication skills surrounding STEM.

Goals for Educators (GE) 
1. Gain access to scientific expertise and academic resources via an institution of higher

education.
2. Explore the use of art as a tool for teaching STEM.
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3. Increase perception of self as part of the scientific community.
4. Develop skills for incorporating cutting-edge science, community science research projects, and

hands-on activities into their classrooms.

Goals for Presenters (GPR) 
1. Increase interest in and capacity for successful public engagement of science.
2. Reflect on knowledge and opinion of YIC and consider how public perceptions and stereotypes

impact them.
3. Shift self-identity from being communicators only to other scientists to being communicators to

diverse audiences with a broad spectrum of learning backgrounds.
4. Communicate the meaning and impacts of their research or professional work on society.
5. Develop awareness of and skills for collaborating on cross-disciplinary approaches to present

STEM.
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Programming Summary 
 

Between July 2021 and June 2022, STEMCAP provided a total of 125 workshops across six YIC centers. These 
workshops ranged from single-day topical presentations to two-week theme-based series. Below is a snapshot 
highlighting the diversity of presenters, program topics, and workshop types delivered throughout the past year. 

6 Youth-In-Custody Centers
•Decker Lake Youth Center (DLYC)
•Farmington Bay Youth Center (FBYC)
•Slate Canyon Youth Center (SCYC)
•Salt Lake Valley Youth Center (SLVYC)
•Mill Creek Youth Center (MCYC)
•Oak Springs School (OSS)

41 STEMCAP Presenters
•31 University of Utah

oIncluding: 2 from Utah Museum of Fine Arts, 2 from Natural History Museum of Utah, 1 
from Center for Synthetic Organic Electrochemistry

•2 Utah Valley University 
•2 Independent Artists
•6 Community Specialists

16 Fields of Study 
•Environmental Science
•Visual Art
•Ecology
•Writing
•Immunology / Virology
•Natural History
•Research Ethics
•Paleontology
•Applying to College
•Chemistry
•Atmospheric Science
•Geology
•Linguistics
•Sociology
•Microbiology
•Engingeering

Arts & Humanities
19%

Physical Sciences
11%

Biological Sciences
56%

Engineering & 
Technology

2%

Social Sciences
10%

College Prep
2%

590 Total YIC Attendence*   *Note this number includes repeat attendance, NOT individual YIC students.
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2021-2022 Workshop Breakdown by YIC Center 

Figure 1 breaks down the workshops presented by 
STEMCAP between July 2021 and June 2022 by location. 
STEMCAP provided a total of 125 individual workshops. 
This number counts each class period as a workshop (e.g., 
if a presenter provided a workshop to three classes in a 
row, then three workshops were added to the total count). 
Of the 125 workshops presented, 63 were unique 
workshops (e.g., if a presenter provided a workshop to 
three classes in a row and then again at another center, 
then one workshop was added to the total count of unique 
workshops to reflect that workshop). Decker Lake received 
a larger workshop count than any other center due to the 
fact that every workshop presented at Decker Lake was 
presented to three classes in a row with the exception of 
canceled class periods due to lockdowns.  

 

Description of Workshop Types 

Topical Workshops 

1.  “Science Right Now! Science Presentations”: 
Scientists share cutting-edge science and 
engaging hands-on activities to build student 
confidence and excitement around science. 
[Targeted goals - GP: 1, 2, 5; GS: 1, 2, 3, 5, 7; 
GE: 1, 3, 4; GPR: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5]

2. “Portal to Science”: University research scientists
introduce YIC to the intellectual, physical, and
collaborative environment of academic labs, and
demystify lab work. Presenters demonstrate the
range of skill levels and educational backgrounds
within a lab group, help viewers understand the
nature of scientific investigation and reveal the range 
of career/life paths that training in a lab might lead 
to. [Targeted goals - GP: 1, 2, 5; GS: 1, 2, 5, 7; GE: 1, 3; GPR: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5] 

3. “Objects from Nature”: Museum professionals and naturalists share natural history objects that
can be handled by students. Students practice a variety of observation techniques and have the
chance to directly handle natural objects while learning about the role of natural history in
ongoing discovery, the role of nature in human life, and the role of observation in science.
[Target goals- GP: 1, 2, 5; GS: 1, 2, 5, 7; GE: 1,3; GPR: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5]

2021-22, (July 1 2021-June 31 
2022) 

# of workshops at DLYC 64 

# of workshops at SLVYC 15 

# of workshops at SCYC 6 

# of workshops at MCYC 15 

# of workshops at OSS 11 

# of workshops at FBYC 14 

Total # of Workshops 125 

Total # of Unique Workshops 63 
Figure 1. Workshops by Location 

Figure 2. Science Right Now! workshop acceleration experiment. 
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Example: 
a. A scientist working from a natural history museum shares examples of museum

collections and describes how museums acquire specimens and what they learn from
the specimens in their collections. YIC sort a variety of marine species into different
categories and create their own species by combining different characteristics of the
species they sorted.

5. “Art and Science” Workshops: Artists provide opportunities for YIC students to learn and apply
scientific principles and research in practical and creative ways, e.g., engaging students in
music performance, dance, theater, film making, photography, literacy, art, and other forms of
individual or creative expression. These workshops link science to “other ways of knowing and
communicating” in the arts and humanities and include hands-on experiences aimed at inspiring
excitement about learning science content for learners of all kinds and result in art outcomes.
[Targeted goals - GP: 1, 2, 5; GS: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7; GE: 1, 2, 3, 4; GPR: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Examples
include:

a. Learning about the history of photography and the use of
cyanotypes to capture images using sunlight and shadows and
creating cyanotype compositions using stencils and 3-D objects
and sunlight.

b. Learning about bacteria and the role it plays in our lives
before drawing with bacteria to create art that collaborates with
another living thing and creates a dynamic piece of art that
changes as bacteria grows.

c. Creating homemade watercolors from natural dyes such as
turmeric and using them to paint clouds in conjunction with a
presentation about atmospheric science and the role that
impurities in the air (represented by the dye ingredients) play in
cloud formation.

Mission STEMCAP 
UU scientists, artists and community partners facilitate activities centered around five environmental 
challenges to convey the role of science in society and build student confidence to become engaged in 
their communities. Each facility focuses on one of the five grand challenges. Content is presented as a 
unit at a single facility over a set of 8-10 consecutive days. Activities include a documentary film 
discussion, a science presentation, an art-science workshop, creative writing, a virtual tour of the Utah 
Museum of Fine Arts, and a science communication workshop [Targeted goals - GP: 1, 2, 4, 5; GS: 1, 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7; GE: 1, 2, 3, 4; GPR: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5] 

Figure 3. YIC Cyanotype artwork created using stencils and photosensitive paper. 
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This year four Mission STEMCAP series were presented*: 

1. Biodiversity Loss at Salt Lake Valley Youth Center

2. Extinction at Decker Lake Youth Center
3. Overconsumption at Farmington Bay Youth Center
4. Pollution at Mill Creek Youth Center

Conservation and Ecological Restoration Projects 
Students become familiar with best practices in horticulture and experience the sense of fulfillment that 
comes with giving back to their community and to the earth. [GP: 1, 2, 4, 5, GS: 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, GE: 1, 
3, 4, GPR: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5] 

1. “Milkweed & Monarch Project”: In collaboration with the Western Monarch Project, YIC
students participate in habitat restoration projects along the Wasatch Front by growing
Milkweed plants critical for Monarch survival in the greenhouse at Decker Lake.

2. “Seed-Saving Project”: In YIC learn how to harvest, maintain, germinate and plant seeds.
They also learn the importance of saving seeds, skills for caring for plants once seeds
mature and sprout, the role of pollination in fruiting/food production, and other plant-related
science lessons. The project is a collaborative effort that brings community groups and
university scientists together with YIC and highlights the many disciplines that can produce
plant-centered and conservation-focused careers.
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Workshop Breakdown by Type 
Of the 125 workshops presented this year, 54 were 
Topical Workshops, 24 were Conservation Projects 
and 47 were Mission STEMCAP workshops. All six 
of STEMCAP’s partner Centers received at least 
one Science Right Now, Objects from Nature, and 
Art-Science workshop. All centers other than Slate 
Canyon Youth Center and Oak Springs School 
received Portal to Science workshops. All College 
Prep workshops took place at Mill Creek Youth 
Center. Figures 4 and 5 provide breakdowns of 
programming by Workshop type and programming 
sub-category.  

Additionally, five students at Farmington Bay 
Youth Center participated in a Pen Pal program 
with undergraduate students at UU. The pen pals 
created collaborative artwork, each adding new 
elements to their partner's drawing with every letter 
they passed back and forth.  Figure 4. Workshop counts by type. 

 Figure 5. Percent of Workshops by programming sub-category. 

Workshop Type # 
Science Right Now! 

24 

Art/Science 14 

Portal to Science 4 

Objects from Nature 9 

Mission STEMCAP 47 

Conservation Projects 24 
Post-Secondary Education in STEM 
(College Prep)  3 
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Administrative Summary 
STEMCAP Staff Updates and Leadership Transition 
STEMCAP is transitioning to new leadership as Founder, and Director Dr. Nalini Nadkarni retires. Dr. 
Nadkarni will remain involved with STEMCAP through her new role as Faculty Advisor. Dr. Andrew 
Eisen will fill the Director position. Dr. Eisen comes to STEMCAP from Stetson University in Florida, 
where he has worked as a History professor, Assistant Director of the Honors Program, and co-
director and co-founder of the Community Education Project (CEP). CEP is a higher education in 
prison program that has provided instruction at the Tomoka Correctional Institution, including credit-
bearing liberal arts courses.  

As STEMCAP brings on Dr. Eisen as the new Program Director, Laura George (former Program 
Manager) is stepping into the role of Associate Director. She will be taking on new leadership roles to 
assist with the transition to the new director and continue to develop and implement new programming 
throughout the transition period. 

In addition to bringing on a new Director, this year STEMCAP hired and trained Chloe Joesten as our 
new Conservation Project Coordinator Position. This new position will allow STEMCAP to expand 
Conservation and Ecological Restoration Projects beyond Decker Lake and increase opportunities for 
youth at all our partner centers to participate in conservation efforts that contribute to their community 
and their local environment. 

New YIC Center and Community Partners 
For the first time, STEMCAP partnered with Mill Creek Youth Center and Oak Springs School at the 
Utah State Hospital. STEMCAP worked with the secure care students at Mill Creek and the Middle and 
High schoolers at Oak Springs. In addition to new YIC partners, STEMCAP collaborated with several 
new community partners this year including Riverbottom Butterflies and the Natural History Museum of 
Utah.  

Evaluation & Data Collection 
STEMCAP collaborated with the Utah Education Policy Center (UEPC) to update presenter and 
teacher surveys and carry out presenter, teacher, and administrator interviews. UEPC staff worked 
closely with STEMCAP staff to match program, student, and presenter goals to corresponding 
evaluation tools. The UEPC collected survey and interview data and evaluated qualitative responses 
through thematic analysis. The 2021-2022 UEPC evaluation report will be published in July 2022.  

Dissemination of Work 
On the Web 
STEMCAP maintains a website (www.stemcap.org) to highlight the work of YIC students, participating 
scientists, artists, and community partners and to provide information about ways to get involved in the 
program. The Utah Museum of Fine Arts (UMFA) website also features the artwork of YIC who 
participate in STEMCAP-UMFA-led workshops. Additionally, STEMCAP workshops are often featured 
on the Youth Educational Support School (YESS) blog.  
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Social Media 
In the fall of 2021 STEMCAP created Instagram (stemcap_uofu) and Twitter (stem_cap_uofu) 
accounts to disseminate program updates via social media. These accounts are updated regularly 
with programming information, staff spotlights, and presenter recruitment calls.

STEMCAP Handbook 
The STEMCAP Handbook is now live on our website! This 65-
page document outlines the process of creating and implementing 
the STEMCAP program, including information about forming 
Youth-In-Custody Center partnerships, designing workshops, 
recruiting scientists, and conducting a formal program evaluation. 
The handbook is intended to be used by individuals at other 
academic or community institutions as a tool for creating 
STEMCAP chapters across the country. We hope this will 
increase the amount and geographical location of YIC reached by 
STEMCAP type programming.  

Futurum Informational Brochure  
An international group called Futurum that works to help connect 
researchers to school students worked with STEMCAP Director 
Dr. Nadkarni and Associate Director Laura George to create an 
informational brochure about the STEMCAP program. The 
brochure was published on Futurums website and included in a 
magazine that was shared with school teachers around the world 
as a resource that can be used to showcase STEM career 
opportunities. STEMCAP received copies of the brochure, which 
will be used to provide an overview of the program to potential 
new partners and interested community members. The brochure 
and an accompanying student activity sheet can be found on our 
website.  

STEMCAP Zine 
In June 2022 STEMCAP published the first edition of the STEMCAP Zine. The zine includes a 
collection of student artwork from the 2021-2022 school year. Zines were distributed to community 
partners and made available for pick up by community members at various locations around Utah. 
One goal of the zine is to help create connections between YIC and the community by increasing 
visibility of YIC and demonstrating to YIC that the community is interested in their creative work. A 
digital version of the Zine is available online.  

Formal Presentation Outlets  
November 11-14th, 2021 – STEMCAP Associate Director  Laura George attended the National 
Conference for Higher Education in Prisons (NCHEP) and presented a workshop session detailing 
the mission, programming, and evaluation of STEMCAP. Participants practiced brainstorming ideas 
for creating collaborative workshops that bridge art and science.   
December 1st, 2021 – STEMCAP Associate Director Laura George presented about SETMCAP 
at the Hillcrest High School Research Conference. High school students attended the conference to 
learn more about different STEM-related research and outreach types.    
January 20th, 2022 – STEMCAP Associate Director Laura George and Program Coordinator Fiona 
Kuzmack presented a webinar for the Utah Society for Environmental Education (USEE) detailing the 

Figure 6. STEMCAP’s First Edition Zine cover. 
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mission, programming, and evaluation of STEMCAP. The webinar focused primarily on the Mission 
STEMCAP programming series and hands-on conservation projects, such as the Milkweed 
and Monarch Project. Participants were encouraged to apply to present with STEMCAP.  
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Figures 7 & 8. Students process seeds with Rikki Longino from the Salt Lake City Public Library's Seed Library. 
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Appendix A: Workshop Locations and 
Attendance 

Workshop Title Number of 
Workshops Total # in Attendance Location(s) 

Conservation: Seed Saving Workshop 3 12 DLYC 

Science Right Now: Ants and Insect 
Biodiversity 3 13 DLYC 

Science Right Now: Conservation 
Biology 1 4 FBYC 

Mission STEMCAP: (Extinction): Intro 
3 13 DLYC 

Mission STEMCAP (Extinction): 
Documentary & Discussion  3 13 DLYC 

Science Right Now: Power of 
Language 1 3 FBYC 

Mission STEMCAP (Extinction): Writing 
Workshop, Found Poems 3 13 DLYC 

Mission STEMCAP (Extinction): Science 
Right Now, Local Extinction 3 12 DLYC 

Mission STEMCAP (Extinction): 
Starting a Conversation 3 12 DLYC 

Mission STEMCAP (Extinction): UMFA 
Tour 3 12 DLYC 

Mission STEMCAP (Extinction): UMFA 
Workshop: Thaumatropes 3 12 DLYC 

Mission STEMCAP (Extinction): 
Symposium 3 12 DLYC 

Art/Science: Cyanotypes 
5 19 SCYC, OSS 

Science Right Now: Materials 
Engineering (Heat) 1 6 MCYC 
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Science Right Now: Electrochemistry 
1 4 FBYC 

Science Right Now: Conservation 
Biology 1 6 MCYC 

Mission STEMCAP (Pollution): Intro 
1 5 MCYC 

Art/ Science: Conservation Plant 
Centered Story Telling 3 14 DLYC 

Mission STEMCAP (Pollution) 
Environmental (In)Justice 1 4 MCYC 

Mission STEMCAP (Pollution): UMFA 
Virtual Tour 1 4 MCYC 

Mission STEMCAP (Pollution): UMFA 
Workshop: Cloud Watercolors 1 4 MCYC 

Mission STEMCAP (Pollution): Solar 
Power 1 4 MCYC 

Mission STEMCAP (Pollution): Writing 
Workshop, Found Poems 

1 4 MCYC 

Mission STEMCAP (Pollution): Starting 
a Conversation, Symposium 

1 4 MCYC 

Objects From Nature: Paleontology/ 
Histology 

9 38 DLYC, 
SCYC, OSS 

Portal to Science: Paleontology/ 
Histology 4 17 DLYC, 

SLVYC 

Science Right Now: Earthquakes 
1 4 SLVYC 

Art/ Science: Habitat Books 
1 4 SLVYC 

Science Right Now: Science for 
Anyone and Everyone 

2 7 SLVYC 

Art/Science: Bacteria Art 
1 4 FBYC 

Mission STEMCAP (Bio-Loss): Intro 
1 5 SLVYC 
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Mission STEMCAP (Bio-Loss): 
Documentary Discussion 

1 5 SLVYC 

Mission STEMCAP (Bio-Loss): 
Conservation Biology (SRN) 

1 5 SLVYC 

Mission STEMCAP (Bio-Loss): UMFA 
Virtual Tour 

1 5 SLVYC 

Mission STEMCAP (Bio-Loss): UMFA 
Art/Science Workshop 

1 4 SLVYC 

Mission STEMCAP (Bio-Loss): Starting 
a Conversation 

1 5 SLVYC 

Mission STEMCAP (Bio-Loss): 
Symposium 

1 5 FBYC 

Science Right Now: Machine Learning 
1 5 MCYC 

Science Right Now: Translation 
1 5 MCYC 

Art/Science: Electrochemistry 
3 20 DLYC 

Mission STEMCAP (Overconsumption): 
Intro 

1 5 FBYC 

Conservation Project: Biodiversity (pt 
1) 

1 7 SLVYC 

Mission STEMCAP (Overconsumption): 
Documentary Discussion 

1 5 FBYC 

Conservation Project: Biodiversity (pt 
2) 

1 7 SLVYC 

Mission STEMCAP (Overconsumption): 
Art/Science, Creative Reuse 

1 5 FBYC 

Mission STEMCAP (Overconsumption): 
UMFA Virtual Tour 

1 5 FBYC 

Mission STEMCAP (Overconsumption): 
Writing Workshop 

1 5 FBYC 

Mission STEMCAP (Overconsumption): 
Environmental Injustice (part 1) 

1 4 FYBC 
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Mission STEMCAP (Overconsumption): 
Environmental Injustice (part 2) 

1 5 FBYC 

Mission STEMCAP (Overconsumption): 
Starting a Conversation 

1 5 FBYC 

College Prep Series: ACT and SAT 
1 5 MCYC 

Mission STEMCAP (Overconsumption): 
Symposium 

1 5 FBYC 

Conservation Project: Introduction to 
Monarchs and Milkweed 

3 20 DLYC 

Conservation Project: Intro to 
planting  

1 24 DLYC 

Conservation Project: Milkweed, Seed 
Planting Day  

3 21 DLYC 

Science Right Now: Immunology, 
Virology 

3 19 DLYC 

Science Right Now: Research Ethics 
1 5 SLVYC 

College Prep Series: Different Higher 
Education paths 

1 5 MCYC 

Conservation Project: Milkweed, 
Notebooks 

3 17 DLYC 

Art/Science: Electrochemistry 
1 5 MCYC 

College Prep Series: Financial Aid 
1 5 MCYC 

Conservation Project - Monarch Movie 
and Observations  

6 37 DLYC 

Conservation Project - Milkweed 
Transplanting 

3 19 DLYC 

Linguistics: Extinction of Language 6 - SCYC, OSS 
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Appendix B: Workshop Summaries 

September 9th, 2021 (x3)  – Horticulturalist Alice MaGuire and Conservationist Rikki Longino from the 
Salt Lake City Public Library’s Seed Library led a Conservation Workshop. Alice and Rikki presented 
the history of seed-saving practices, the importance of saving seeds, and the various methods. 
Students then processed plants to remove the seeds and added them to envelopes to be stored until 
the following season. These seeds will be planted in the Decker Lake courtyard next spring. [Twelve 
students attended. Decker Lake Youth Center] 

September 28th, 2021 – U of U Entomologist Rodolfo Probst led a Science Right Now! workshop. 
Rodolfo shared his path into entomology, his current research, and information about the abundance 
and diversity of insects on earth before showing students specimen drawers filled with local Utah 
insects and a variety of global ant species. Students then collected bugs from the courtyard and looked 
at them under microscopes. [Thirteen students attended. Decker Lake Youth Center.] 

September 29th, 2021 – U of U conservation biologist Austin Green led a Science Right Now! 
workshop. Austin described his research using camera traps to study local wildlife's behaviors and 
population densities. His work also focuses on the effects of human development and habitat 
fragmentation on animal behavior and population health along the Wasatch Front. [Four students 
attended, Farmington Bay Youth Center.] 

October 4th, 2021 (x3) - Laura George (STEMCAP manager) provided an “Introduction to Mission 
STEMCAP” workshop for the Mission STECMAP: Extinction series. Laura provided background 
information about the grand challenge of extinction and an overview of the upcoming workshops of the 
Mission STEMCAP. [Thirteen students, Decker Lake Youth Center]. 

October 6th, 2021 (x3) – Laura George (STEMCAP Manager) led students through a documentary film 
discussion following the completion of Racing Extinction. Students then explored photos of threatened 
and endangered species featured in the “Photo ark” project and practiced using descriptive language to 
talk about the featured animals as part of Mission STECMAP: Extinction. [Thirteen students attended, 
Decker Lake Youth Center]. 

October 6th, 2021 – Science interpreter and translator Amanda Barrios led a Science Right Now 
workshop on the power of language. Amanda shared her path to becoming a translator and interpreter 
before teaching students through a hands-on interpretation activity and sharing stories about her career 
and the role of interpreters and translators.  [Three students attended, Farmington Bay Youth Center]. 

October 7th, 2021 (x3) - Laura George (STEMCAP Manager) & STEMCAP staff led an Art-Science 
creative writing workshop as part of Mission STEMCAP: Extinction. Students learned about “found 
poems” and made their own found poems about extinction using words, phrases, and photos taken 
from magazines. [Thirteen students attended, Decker Lake Youth Center]. 

October 11th, 2021 (x3) – Dr. Bill Newmark from the Natural History Museum of Utah led a virtual 
Science Right Now workshop about his research tracking and studying local extinction events 
worldwide for Mission STEMCAP: Extinction. He shared stories about his fieldwork and methods. 
[Twelve students attended, Decker Lake Youth Center]. 
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October 12th, 2021 (x3) – Fiona Kuzmack and Megan Young (STEMCAP Coordinators) led a 
correspondence writing workshop as part of Mission STEMCAP: Extinction. Fiona shared creative 
ways of communicating, such as creating a documentary, painting murals, and curating a museum. 
Megan Young shared information about the role of non-profits in cultivating community and collective 
action and spreading the word about various environmental and social issues. Students wrote short (3-
4 sentence) messages about extinction to undergraduate environmental studies students at the 
University of Utah. [Twelve students attended, Decker Lake Youth Center]. 

October 13th, 2021 (x3) – Art Educator Katie Seastrand led a virtual tour of the Utah Museum of Fine 
Arts (UMFA). Students looked closely at artwork relating to extinction for Mission STEMCAP: 
Extinction, including an exhibit focusing on the water of the Salt Lake Valley, a sculpture of a panther, 
and a mural of human hands holding the earth. [Twelve students attended, Decker Lake Youth Center]. 

October 14th, 2021 (x3) – Art Educators Annie Burbidge Ream and Katie Seastrand from the UMFA led 
an Art-Science workshop as part of Mission STEMCAP: Extinction in which students created 
thaumatropes – an old form of simple animation. Their thaumatropes depicted a change or action 
relating to extinction (an asteroid hitting the earth, a human hunting a mammoth, or an endangered sea 
turtle swimming in the ocean).  [Eleven students attended, Decker Lake Youth Center]. 

October 15th, 2021 (x3) - Laura George (STEMCAP Manager) & STEMCAP Staff had students reflect 
on their experience throughout Mission STEMCAP: Extinction and recall some things they learned 
about the grand challenge of extinction. In addition, students’ poems displayed before STEMCAP 
awarded each student a certificate of completion to acknowledge the students’ hard work and 
participation throughout the series. [Twelve students attended, Decker Lake Youth Center]. 

October 20th & 21st 2021 (x5) – Katie Seastrand from the UMFA and Victoria Russell from the Center 
for Synthetic Organic Electrochemistry (CSOE) led an Art-Science Workshop. Students learned about 
the history of cyanotypes as the original form of photography before creating cyanotypes using stencils. 
[Nineteen students attended, Slate Canyon Youth Center & Oak Springs.] 

October 25th, 2021 – Dr. Tianli Feng led a Science Right Now Materials Engineering workshop. 
Students learned about heat, insulators, and conductors. Dr. Feng shared his experience working with 
supercomputers and his current research using simulations to test different atomic structures to 
discover new materials for use as thermal insulators or thermal conductors. [Six students attended, 
Millcreek Youth Center].  

October 27th, 2021 - Victoria Russell from CSOE led a Science Right Now Electrochemistry workshop 
where students learned about circuits and batteries. Students explored the process of hydrolysis 
through a hands-on method of splitting water using electricity. Students created their own “squishy 
circuit” sculptures using non-conductive clay and conductive playdough to light up led lights. [Three 
students attended, Farmington Bay Youth Center].  

October 29th, 2021 - U of U conservation biologist Austin Green led a Science Right Now! Workshop. 
Austin described his research using camera traps to study local wildlife's behaviors and population 
densities. His work also focuses on human development and habitat fragmentation on animal behavior 
and population health along the Wasatch Front. [Four students attended, Millcreek Youth Center]. 

November 1st, 2021 – Laura George (STEMCAP Manager) provided an Introduction to Mission 
STEMCAP: Pollution workshop. Students learned about the five different types of pollution and the 
forms of pollution that affect Utah communities and ecosystems the most. [Six students attended, Mill 
Creek Youth Center]. 
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November 2nd, 2021 – Students watched the documentary film Sonic Sea. They discussed the impacts 
of noise pollution on marine life before discussing the effects of noise pollution on terrestrial 
ecosystems in Utah as part of Mission STEMCAP: Pollution. [Five students attended, Mill Creek 
Youth Center]. 

November 2nd, 2021 (x3) – Environmental Humanities graduate student Sam Nelson (UU) presented 
an Art-Science workshop on plant-centered storytelling. Sam explained how plants grow, change, and 
respond to their environments. Students had the opportunity to observe live plants before creating 
comic book strips with plants as the main characters. [Thirteen students attended, Decker Lake Youth 
Center]. 

November 3rd, 2021 – Dr. Sara Grineski, graduate student Roger Renteria and undergraduate student 
Camden Alexander (UU) led a Science Right Now! workshop as part of Mission STEMCAP: Pollution. 
Roger provided an overview of environmental justice, Camden had students explore interactive online 
pollution maps, and Dr. Grineski shared her research on air pollution in Utah. Students built air quality 
sensors out of Legos and tested them using a smoke machine. [Four students attended, Mill Creek 
Youth Center]. 

November 4th, 2021 – Annie Burbidge Ream and Katie Seastrand from the Utah Museum of Fine Arts 
(UMFA) led a virtual tour of the UMFA as part of Mission STEMCAP: Pollution. The tour centered 
around artwork that depicts or relates to pollution. [Four students attended, Mill Creek Youth Center]. 

November 5th, 2021 – Annie Burbidge Ream (UMFA) led an Art-Science workshop as part of Mission 
STEMCAP: Pollution. Annie first shared photos of clouds in various works of art and then shared the 
process of cloud formation in the atmosphere. Students created their watercolors using spices, fruits, 
and vegetables and painted cloud cut-outs. Annie took several of the clouds to add to a larger project 
that will be displayed at the UMFA in an air pollution exhibit in 2023. Students also assembled a class 
mobile using the cloud cutouts they painted. [Four students attended, Mill Creek Youth Center]. 

November 8th, 2021 – Brenna George (Creative Energies) led a workshop on solar energy as part of 
Mission STEMCAP: Pollution. Brenna shared her path into the solar industry and her role at Creative 
Energies. She provided an overview of solar energy technology and the career opportunities that exist 
in the field of solar energy. Students built mini solar-powered cars and experimented with different 
angles of the solar panels to race their cars out in the courtyard. [Four students attended, Mill Creek 
Youth Center].   

November 9th, 2021 – Laura George (STEMCAP Manager) led a writing workshop as part of Mission 
STEMCAP: Pollution. Students used National Geographic magazines to create collage poems about 
pollution. [Four students attended, Mill Creek Youth Center]. 

November 10th, 2021 – STEMCAP staff led a Starting a Conversation workshop as part of Mission 
STEMCAP: Pollution. Students reflected on what they had learned and explored ways to 
communicate about grand challenges like pollution, including making art, writing, creating 
documentaries, and curating museums. Students then responded to prompts to write short messages 
that could be used to start a conversation about pollution. The workshop finished with the Student 
Showcase Symposium, in which students shared their work and received certificates acknowledging 
their completion of Mission STEMCAP: Pollution. [Four students attended, Mill Creek Youth Center]. 

November 17th & 18th, 2021 (x6) – Carrie Levitt-Bussian (Natural History Museum of Utah) led an 
Objects from Nature workshop. Carrie highlighted her role as a Paleontologist and her research 
studying bone histology of dinosaurs. Students observed thin slices of dinosaur bones and tendons 
under a microscope. They counted blood vessels on photos of bird bones, alligator bones, and 
dinosaur bones to determine whether dinosaurs were warm-blooded, like birds, or cold-blooded, like 
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alligators. Carrie also brought in dinosaur bones for students to observe up close. [Twenty-two students 
attended, Slate Canyon Youth Center and Oak Springs]. 

November 22nd, 2021 – Carrie Levitt-Bussian (Natural History Museum of Utah) led a Portal to Science 
virtual lab tour of the Paleontology collections and preparation labs. She shared a brief overview of 
paleontology before showing students the bones and equipment in the labs. [Thirteen students 
attended, Decker Lake Youth Center]. 

December 1st, 2021 – Dr. Danny Horns (Utah Valley University) led a Science Right Now geology 
workshop. Students learned about the causes and effects of earthquakes and Dr. Horns’ research 
studying fault lines and earthquakes in Utah. Students demonstrated different types of waves using 
slinkies before testing the different resident frequencies of structures of different heights using dry pasta 
and marshmallows. As the students shook their pasta, they saw that different lengths of pasta moved 
more intensely when shaken at certain speeds. [Four students attended, Salt Lake Valley Youth 
Center]. 

December 6th, 2021 – Local artist Claire Taylor led an Art-Science. Students chose an animal and 
created habitat books that included food, water, and shelter for their animal. Claire shared her process 
as an artist and emphasized that art and science share observation as a critical component. She then 
led students through the folding of their books. Students first sketched the animals and their habitats 
before coloring them with markers and watercolor. [Four students attended, Salt Lake Valley Youth 
Center]. 

December 9th, 2021 (x2) – Ph.D. candidate (UU) Dale Cummings led a Science Right Now workshop. 
Dale shared his path from incarceration to higher education before detailing his current molecular 
chemistry research. Dale acknowledged that being incarcerated – and being subject to difficult life 
circumstances – made pursuing academic careers in science feel unrealistic. He encouraged the 
students to talk about what they saw as their limits to success in science and other careers before 
ensuring them that hard work and dedication can overcome their perceived limitations and prove 
people wrong who may tell them that they cannot or will not succeed. [Seven students attended, Salt 
Lake Valley Youth Center]. 

February 1, 2022. Carrie Levitt-Bussian (Utah Museum of Natural History) led a Portal to Science 
virtual lab tour at Salt Lake Valley Youth Center. Carrie shared her job as the collections manager for 
paleontology at the Utah Museum of Natural history before showing students specimens in the 
collection. She discussed her research methods and walked students through the paleontology 
preparation lab, where other scientists prepped fossils. [Four students attended, Salt Lake Valley Youth 
Center - Gemstone]. 

February 7 and 9, 2022. Artist Josh Graham(UU) and scientist Cindy Barba (UU) led an Art-Science 
workshop via Zoom. Cindy presented on virology, and Josh shared artwork using nature as a medium 
and a partner in the creative process. The two then led students through a bacteria art project in which 
they spread various bacterial cultures onto Petri dishes to create colorful art. After letting the bacteria 
incubate for two days, students Zoomed with Josh and Cindy again to share their artwork. [Four 
students attended, Farmington Bay Youth Center]. 

February 14, 2022. Laura George (STEMCAP) led an introductory workshop for the Mission 
STEMCAP: Biodiversity Loss series. The workshop included an overview of biodiversity loss and the 
Mission STEMCAP series. [Five students attended, Salt Lake Valley Youth Center - Gemstone] 

February 16, 2022. Laura George (STEMCAP) led a documentary film discussion as part of Mission 
STEMCAP: Biodiversity Loss. Students watched the film Racing Extinction and discussed the film’s 
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portrayal of biodiversity loss and the complexity of the issue. [Five students attended, Salt Lake Valley 
Youth Center - Gemstone] 

February 17, 2022. Ph.D. candidate Austin Green (UU) led a Science Right Now! workshop as a 
component of Mission STEMCAP: Biodiversity Loss. He presented his research on wildlife behavior 
and the effect each species in an ecosystem has on the other members of that ecosystem. Students 
learned how Austin studies mammals in the Wasatch using camera traps. [Five students attended, Salt 
Lake Valley Youth Center - Gemstone]. 

February 18, 2022. Annie Burbidge Ream and Katie Seastrand (UMFA) led a virtual museum tour of 
the Utah Museum of Fine Art as part of Mission STEMCAP: Biodiversity Loss. Students observed 
the artworks and discussed how art represents the world, depicts change, and acts as a tool for social 
and environmental change. [Six students attended, Salt Lake valley Youth Center - Gemstone] 

February 23, 2022. Annie Burbidge Ream (UMFA) led an Art-Science workshop as part of Mission 
STEMCAP: Biodiversity Loss. Students learned about the use of art as an expression of the world, 
and Annie shared a few pieces she brought from the UMFA as inspiration. Students created their own 
thaumatropes (an early form of animation created by gluing two different images back-to-back on a 
stick that can be spun to create the illusion of motion or change). Their thaumatropes depicted changes 
and loss of biodiversity in natural environments. [Five students attended, Salt Lake Valley Youth Center 
- Gemstone]

February 24, 2022. Fiona Kuzmack (STEMCAP) led a workshop about communicating biodiversity loss 
as a component of Mission STEMCAP: Biodiversity Loss. Students created public service 
announcement posters to educate others about biodiversity loss or a related issue—[Six students 
attended, Salt Lake Valley Youth Center - Gemstone]. 

February 25, 2022. Fiona Kuzmack and Laura George (STEMCAP) provided a Student Showcase 
Symposium for Mission STEMCAP: Biodiversity Loss. Students reflected on the series’ workshops 
and shared their thaumatropes and posters before receiving certificates for completing the series. [Six 
students attended, Salt Lake Valley Youth Center - Gemstone]. 

March 7, 2022. Jacob Hochhalter (UU & NASA) led a Science Right Now! workshop about his 
mechanical engineering research and his work with NASA. He compared physical scientific 
experiments of the past with the use of AI as a tool for completing complex scientific experiments 
virtually. Students used a ramp to test the effects of drop height on the landing point of a ping pong ball 
before learning how that same experiment could be done on the computer.  [Five students attended. 
Farmington Bay Youth Center.] 

March 10, 2022. Sally Rocks (UU) led a Science Right Now! Workshop presenting her research on the 
prevalence of microplastics in Utah Valley’s air, water, and soil. Students used orange glasses and blue 
lights to search for dyed plastic in bins of rice and beans. [Five students attended. Millcreek Youth 
Center.] 

March 14, 2022. Amanda Barrios (UU) led a Science Right Now! workshop about science translation 
and interpretation and her path into that career field. [Five students attended. Millcreek Youth Center.] 

March 15, 2022 (x3). Victoria Russell (CSOE) led a hands-on Science Right Now! Workshop in which 
students learned about circuits and batteries before creating two types of batteries using copper 
(pennies) and zinc batteries and making circuits out of conductive dough, which powered LED light 
bulbs. Students also learned about the process of splitting water molecules to produce oxygen. They 
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split water molecules, added cabbage juice as a pH indicator, and learned about acids and bases. 
[Twenty students attended. Decker Lake Youth Center]. 

March 21, 2022. Chloe Joesten (UU) Mission STEMCAP: Overconsumption. The workshop included 
an overview of the environmental problems associated with human overconsumption of resources, an 
overview of the Mission STEMCAP series, and an interactive activity about reducing, reusing, and 
recycling. [Five students attended. Farmington Bay Youth Center.] 

March 22, 2022 (x3). Carrie Levitt-Bussian (Natural History Museum of Utah -NHMU) led an Objects 
from Nature workshop. Students learned about her job as a paleontologist and her research cutting 
bones and counting the rings to determine the age of dinosaurs when they died. Students got the 
chance to see dinosaur bones from the NHMU before counting blood vessels in photos of bone cross-
sections to determine if dinosaurs were warm-blooded (like birds) or cold-blooded (like alligators). 
[Sixteen students attended. Decker Lake Youth Center.] 

March 24, 2022. Laura George (STEMCAP) led a documentary film discussion as part of Mission 
STEMCAP: Overconsumption. Students watched the film A Life on Our Planet and discussed the 
film's portrayal of issues and solutions relating to resource overconsumption. [Five students attended. 
Farmington Bay Youth Center.] 

March 24, 2022. Undergraduate students Amira and Riley (UU) led a Conservation Biology workshop 
about methods for determining endangered status and conservation efforts underway to protect Utah’s 
endangered species. Students used a computer simulation program to observe the effects of one 
species’ population size on the population size of other species in its habitat. [Seven students attended. 
Salt Lake Valley Youth Center.] 

March 28, 2022. Undergraduate students Amira and Riley (UU) led part two of their Conservation 
Biology workshop. Students worked on a mapping project determining which parcels of land should be 
protected to help conserve the most species. [Seven students attended. Salt Lake Valley Youth 
Center.] 

March 28, 2022. Josh Graham (UU) led an Art-Science workshop as part of Mission STEMCAP: 
Overconsumption. Students created chimera collages out of wildlife photos from reused magazine 
clippings. Students discussed how consumption could be a method for conveying one’s identity through 
purchasing products. They also discussed the deeper parts of their identity than their consumption 
habits. Each animal in their Chimera collage represented a different aspect of their identity. [Five 
students attended. Farmington Bay Youth Center.] 

March 28, 2022. Katie Seastrand (Utah Museum of Fine Arts – UMFA) led a UMFA tour as part of 
Mission STEMCAP: Overconsumption. Students observed works of art and discussed artists’ 
representation of the world and depictions of change. Students explored how art acts as a tool for 
social and environmental change. [Five students attended. Farmington Bay Youth Center]. 

March 29, 2022. Laura George (STEMCAP) led a Mission STEMCAP: Overconsumption Creative 
Writing workshop. Students wrote poems about the negative impacts of overconsumption and asked 
readers to change their actions and think about the consequences of their consumption. [Five students 
attended. Farmington Bay Youth Center]. 

March 30, 2022. Undergraduate students Jack and Britta led a Science Right Now! workshop about as 
a component of Mission STEMCAP: Overconsumption. Students learned about injustice issues 
relating to the unequal distribution of waste and pollution. Students created collages or drawings that 
represented the environment they grew up in. [Five students attended. Farmington Bay Youth Center]. 
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March 31, 2022. Undergraduate students Jack and Britta led part two of their Science Right Now! 
Workshop about Environmental Justice for Mission STEMCAP: Overconsumption. After exploring the 
environmental injustices of consumption and thinking through solutions, students created collages of 
their vision of an ideal ecosystem – one without the impacts of human consumption of resources. [Five 
students attended. Farmington Bay Youth Center]. 

March 31, 2022. Fiona Kuzmack (STEMCAP) led a Mission STEMCAP: Overconsumption 
correspondence workshop. Students learned about different ways to communicate about environmental 
issues before creating Public Service Announcement posters designed to spread the word about 
overconsumption issues. [Five students attended. Farmington Bay Youth Center]. 

March 31, 2022. Undergraduate students Carson and Matt (UU) led the first of a three-part “STEM in 
College” workshop. They shared their own experience applying to college, tips for taking the ACT and 
SAT, and why they decided to attend the University of Utah. [Five students attended. Mill Creek Youth 
Center]. 

April 1, 2022. Laura George (STEMCAP) led a Student Showcase Symposium for Mission STEMCAP: 
Overconsumption. Students read poems they wrote and share posters they created. The group 
reflected on Mission STEMCAP: Overconsumption and discussed ways they can continue to learn 
about and address the grand challenge. [5 students attended. Farmington Bay Youth Center.] 

April 1, 2022 (x3). Rachel Taylor (Independent) led an introductory workshop for the Milkweed and 
Monarch Project. Students learned about the migration of Monarch Butterflies and their relationship to 
milkweed plants and what they will be doing throughout the project. [20 students attended. Decker Lake 
Youth Center.] 

April 4, 2022. Parker Bautner (Independent) led a Milkweed and Monarch Project workshop on planting 
seeds and rearing plants. Students planted their choice of bean or squash seeds, and then each got to 
release a butterfly (Cabbage White and Painted Lady) to help pollinate the local flora. [24 students 
attended. Decker Lake Youth Center.] 

April 5, 2022. Parker Bautner (Independent) led a Milkweed and Monarch Project workshop introducing 
students to the greenhouse. Students planted Showy Milkweed seeds. [7 students attended. Decker 
Lake Youth Center.] 

April 7, 2022 (x2) Parker Bautner (Independent) led a Milkweed and Monarch Project workshop 
introducing students to the greenhouse. Students planted Swamp, Orange Butterfly, and Narrow Leaf 
Milkweed seeds. [14 students attended. Decker Lake Youth Center.] 

April 11, 2022 (x3). Ph.D. candidate Cindy Barba (UU) led Science Right Now workshop on 
immunology and virology. Students learned how viruses take over cells' genetic material to create more 
viruses within our bodies. Students extracted DNA from strawberries. [19 students attended. Decker 
Lake Youth Center.] 

April 12, 2022. Emma Tkachuck (UU) led a Science Right Now workshop on research ethics and the 
role of the Institutional Review Board in ensuring ethical practices are followed when research involves 
human subjects. [Five students attended. Salt Lake Valley Youth Center.] 

April 12, 2022. Undergraduate students Skye and Sydney led a College Prep workshop about different 
educational pathways. They shared information about several four-year universities in Utah and 
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technical schools and community colleges. They also provided information on trade schools. [Five 
students attended. Mill Creek Youth Center.]  

April 15, 2022 (x3). Laura George (STEMCAP) led a Milkweed and Monarch Project workshop 
describing the scientific practice of keeping field and/or lab notebooks. Students practiced making 
observations in the classroom before making observations about the milkweed in the greenhouse. [17 
students attended. Decker Lake Youth Center.] 

April 22, 2022 (x3). Chloe Joesten (STEMCAP) led a Milkweed and Monarch Project workshop. 
Students watched the first half of Flight of the Butterfly and then made observations in their notebooks 
in the greenhouse. [18 students attended. Decker Lake Youth Center.] 

April 29, 2022 (x3). Chloe Joesten (STEMCAP) led a Milkweed and Monarch Project workshop. 
Students watched the second half of Flight of the Butterfly and made observations in their notebooks in 
the greenhouse. Students then transplanted milkweed seeds into larger seed trays from their small 
seed-starter cells. [19 students attended. Decker Lake Youth Center.] 

May 20, 2022 (x3), Mary Pendergast (Sageland Collaborative) led a Milkweed and Monarch Project 
workshop. Students learned about Sageland’s stream restoration projects and the role of milkweed 
and other vegetation in restoring streams. Students planted milkweed in the courtyard, and the 
remaining milkweed was distributed to community organizations and individuals across the valley. [19 
students attended. Decker Lake Youth Center.] 

June 8 & 9, 2022 (x6) Tamrik Khvtisiashvili (Independent) led a Science Right Now workshop about the 
impacts of language on culture and the extinction of language. [Slate Canyon Youth Center and Oak 
Springs School.] 
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Appendix C: Workshop Photographs & YIC 
Work 
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Milkweed and Monarch Project: Students releasing painted lady and cabbage white butterflies, April 
5th, 2022 
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Mission STEMCAP: Overconsumption – Environmental Injustice Ideal Ecosystem Art, March 31st, 2022 

Mission STEMCAP: Overconsumption – Personality Chimera Art, March 28th, 2022 
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 Science Right Now: Microplastics, March 10th,  2022 
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Milkweed & Monarch Project: Transplanting Day, May 20th,  2022 
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Objects from Nature: Entomology September 9th,  2021 
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Objects from Nature: Paleontology March 22nd,  2022 




